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Abstract 

The present study investigates the underlying factors  and nature of semantic  loss  

occurring in translations of selected movie subtitles from English into Kurdish. 

Semantic loss includes under-translation , over-translation and mistranslation. The 

data are all taken from movie transcripts and subtitles in English and Kurdish, more 

specifically Sorani Kurdish. 

Previous research showed that the losses resulted mainly from the lack of 

equivalence between the source text ( English ) and the target language (Sorani 

Kurdish).These losses are usually attributed to  lack of  equivalence and more 

particularly  formal equivalence. 

 The present study proposes  that losses result from  incompatibility on the semantic 

and cultural levels between the source and target languages ; lack of proper 

translation qualification of the translators. Certain losses are due to subtitling 

limitations that need to be taken into consideration. 

The results of the present study show that semantic losses are losses  of vocabulary 

,  phrases , whole sentences that definitely cause lack of proper understanding of the 

source message, or its literary or aesthetic values. 

keywords: semantic loss , translation , subtitle 

 

1.Introduction 

Due to the differences  between English and Kurdish  as two separate and 

independent  languages , loss of meaning in translation is very common, varied and 

sometimes inevitable.  

Losses may occur at all language levels: morphological, syntactic, and semantic due 

to mistranslation, superficial interpretation of the semantic and pragmatic equivalents, 

and literal translation , in other words losses are the result of under-translation ,over-

translation and mis-translation. 

The losses would be more and more varied when it comes to translating movie 

subtitles as it has its own limitations and constraints that impose further requirements 

on translators such as word limitation . Therefore , semantic reduction ( semantic 

loss)  cannot be avoided in subtitling. 

2.Background: 

The precise meaning of words can slip and slide rather than remain fixed therefore , 

to grasp the exact meaning of an item or an expression one  needs to take the 

context of situation into consideration. 
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Dollerup (1974:198) points out that translators "need a complete knowledge of the 

subtler shades of meaning in foreign words or phrases and should remember the 

pitfalls of failing to recognize them". When it comes to a context like movie subtitles 

the case becomes more complicated and difficult as it demands many other 

requirements such as word number/segment number limit. In order to better 

understand , the difficulties and the underlying factors of semantic loss in translating 

subtitles, one has to know what does subtitle mean. 

Subtitling is defined by Gottlieb( 2005:16) as 'a prepared communication using 

written language acting as an additive and sychronuous channel ,as part of a 

transient and polysemiotic text. 

The concept of subtitling is defined  Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997:161) as "the 

process of providing synchronized captions for film and television dialogue." 

 However, Karamitroglou , based on Gottlieb (1994a:107), points out that "subtitles 

are different from 'displays' or 'captions'" ( 2000:5). . 

Gottlieb (1992:162) defines subtitling as a 1) written, 2) additive , 3) immediate, 4) 

synchronous, and 5) polymedial  form of translation.  

Furthermore ,  Jakobson (1966) distinguishes between different forms of subtitling: 

from a linguistic viewpoint, there is intralingual (within one language) and interlingual 

(between two languages) translation; whereas technically speaking, subtitles can be 

either open (not optional, e.g. shown with the film) or closed (optional, e.g. shown via 

teletext) (Gottlieb, 1992:163; see also Baker, 1998).  

Gottlieb, states that: "Subtitling can be both 'intralingual' (or 'vertical'), when the target 

language is the same as the source language, and 'interlingual' (or 'diagonal'), when 

the target language is different from the source language" (Gottlieb, 1994a; Gottlieb, 

1998:247, quoted in Karamitroglou, 2000:5). 

Movie subtitling is therefore interlingual and open, which means that SL linguistic 

material (speech, other linguistic material) is transformed into TL subtitles, and that 

subtitles are broadcast simultaneously with the program. According to Shochat and 

Stam (1985:41), "the interlingual film experience is perceptually bifurcated: we hear 

another's language while we read our own." 

 Subtitling pre-requisites: 

Subtitling possesses certain pre-requisites. Some of them are linguistic or textual , 

others can be termed as technical.  

Subtitling is not an easy work and is performed under considerable constraints. For 

this reason, effective subtitling requires recognition of these constraints and 

understanding of the limitations, as viewers simultaneously have to read one or two 

lines of text at the bottom of the screen in the allotted time, which is generally shorter 

than for the original dialogue. 

However, what is rarely appreciated is that audio visual  translation is a form of 

translation that is of vital, and growing, importance, and that it imposes a variety of 

both technical and contextual constraints on the part of the translator. As subtitles do 

miss details most of the times and frequently have an overall neutral shade, which 

detracts from their quality, it would be useful to discuss what subtitling involves in 

actual practice.  
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Gottlieb (1992:164) discusses in different terminology, what he calls the formal 

(quantitative) and textual (qualitative) constraints of subtitling. Textual constraints are 

those imposed on the subtitles by the visual context of the film, whereas formal 

constraints are the space factor (a maximum of two lines are allowed, with 

approximately 35 characters per line) and the time factor. The time factor in 

particular, plays a pivotal role in the decisions translators have to make. Although 

traditionally five to six seconds have been considered to be sufficient for reading a 

two-liner (Hanson 1974; quoted in Gottlieb, 1992:164), Gottlieb (1992:164-165) 

brings up interesting evidence from more recent studies (d'Ydewalle et al. 1985), 

according to which some viewers have been able to read subtitles considerably 

faster. 

As Delabastita (1989:200), also discusses the problem of film subtitling, he suggests 

that one of the chief aspects to be considered is the amount of reduction it 

presupposes. This is due to the fact that the number of visual verbal signs on the 

screen is restricted, on one hand, by the space available and, on the other hand, by 

the time available. The constraints of space and time result in the problem of 

selection, as the translator has to analyze the source text material carefully to decide 

what should be transferred to the target text and what can or must be left out.  

Kovai (1994:250) has applied relevance theory to subtitling, arguing that "decisions 

about deletions are context-dependent." So, in some contexts deletion is a must. 

Moreover, subtitling as a mode of linguistic transfer has a number of synchronization 

constraints. Following Mailhac (2000:129-131), these constraints are the following: a) 

the medium changes from oral to written, that is "video and television subtitling 

normally require larger fonts and therefore allow fewer characters (ibid:129), b) the 

linguistic transfer is constrained by the length and structure of utterances, c) link to 

visuals, d) frame changes "since they can divert the attention of the viewer away from 

the subtitles" (ibid.), and e) the viewers' reading speed, which varies according to 

their degree of literacy and according to whether it is a cinema audience or a 

television/video one, which carries implications in terms of the age range (ibid:129-

130). 

There are also some other inevitable losses such as: quantitative and qualitative 

changes to achieve legibility and readability. Such changes to achieve legibility, in 

terms of appearance, are the following: the position of line breaks, the number and 

length of lines, the use of punctuation marks, the color and size of the font, typeface, 

and timing.  

On the other hand, when it comes to achieving readability, there are a number of 

quantitative and qualitative changes that need to be taken into account. Quantitative 

changes include: a) simplifying vocabulary, b) simplifying syntax, c) merging short 

dialogues, and d) deletions. Qualitative changes include the tendency to neutralize 

the marked language/speech to more clear and standard language, which affects the 

characterization. 

Consequently, the nature of the losses can only be identified and fully appreciated by 

taking into account the aforementioned parameters. As Mailhac (2000:130) states, 

"The simultaneous availability of the source and target dialogues may encourage 
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viewers with a knowledge of the source language to start 'picking holes in the 

translated text,' even though they are more often than not ignorant of the constraints 

which characterize this form of linguistic transfer and the strategies required to 

overcome them." 

As a result, when it comes on translating  subtitles, the subtitler needs to use the 

limited space and time in an optimal way, in order to virtually retain the meaning 

effect in the subtitle translation. But the constraints themselves clearly cannot predict 

whether the meaning effect tends to be preserved or lost in subtitles. 

3. Kinds  of Losses 

Losses can be of various kinds but two of them can be easily categorized. The first 

kind could be termed as  the  must-lose  losses which occur because of the different  

systems of the two languages  which  has nothing to do with  the skill and 

competence of the translator who cannot find  equivalence thus  compensatory 

strategies are utilized. Second is an (translators' pitfall) loss which is attributed to 

translator’s failure to find the appropriate equivalence. Both kinds of loss can be seen 

on all levels. 

4.Levels of Loss 

Loss could be seen on all levels of language, namely morphological , syntactic and 

semantic levels. The morphological and syntactic level losses lie outside the domain 

of this study. Keeping in mind the fact that morphological and syntactic losses directly 

affect the meaning and overall message of the utterances. Hence , very little would 

be presented for morphological and syntactic levels. The main focus will be on 

semantic level loss. 

4.1. Morphological Level: 

 Semantic loss  occurs at the morphological level .Generally, this should not matter in 

movies. However, people do occasionally use “grammatical” (morphological) features 

such as gender or number agreement (or intentional lack of agreement) to convey 

expressive meaning. In English, for example, to refer to a boat as “it” versus “she” 

conveys different attitudes about intimacy and control; those same distinctions may 

not exist in Kurdish. 

In 401 ( a lot of people died in the fires ) is being translated as (a lot of people died in 

the fire) where the plural form of the source language is changed into the singular 

form. Though this is not acceptable in all contexts but sometimes the requirements of 

the target language impose this change. 

In 733 ( boy ) is translated as boys where the singular form of the English version is 

changed into the  plural form. Here , the context of situation plays a great role in 

determining whether it is possible to exchange plural and singular.  

4.2. Syntactic Level: 

When translating movie subtitles from one language to another, the preservation of 

syntax probably does not matter much. The main challenge is to make the dialogue 

sound as natural in Kurdish as it does in English — which surely means favoring 

Kurdish syntax over English syntax. 
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Karamitroglou also advices to shorten and simplify complex syntactic structure , 

provided that a fine balance is achieved between semantic , pragmatic and stylistic 

aspects: 

In 48 ( this women will burn ) is being mis-translated as (This women must be burnt) 

which contains a tense shift here that was not necessary because the English 

version is clearly stated as future construction while the Kurdish one is obligatory 

statement. 

In 191  ( ... and sank her in the moat ) is being mis-translated as (...and sink her in 

the gulf) which is an example of tense shift from past to present in the first place and 

then the word moat is interpreted as gulf in the Kurdish version and these two are 

totally different. 

4.3. Semantic Level: 

This kind of loss is very common and often inevitable in translation as it is a corollary 

of the lack of equivalence in English and Kurdish, especially in the domain of culture 

specifity: many religious and cultural words have no equivalents in the two languages 

such as terms of kinship and swear words . Explicitly, the most serious loss in 

translation is when the meaning, be it denotative or connotative, is lost or distorted, 

which undermines the purpose or skopos and even the justification of translation as 

an act of bilingual communication. 

In sample (93) the word cottage has been translated into house because cottage is 

related to western cultures while it is not found in Kurdish culture. Thus , this change 

is due to culture-specific items. 

In sample (117) the word Sabbaths is being translated as vocation which is not 

correct. This mis-translation is due to the use of a religious term Sabbaths which is 

not found in the target language culture and background. 

5.Theoretical Framework: 

Translation is the process of communicating a meaning in a ST through a means of 

an equivalent TT. Theories of translation have always tended to revolve around the 

two poles of “literal” (or word-for-word) and “free” (or sense-for-sense) translation. 

This research is basically based on Baker’s typology of equivalence .This theory or 

typology was selected because it is the most relevant theory. It discusses 

exhaustively the non-equivalence problem at different levels. Baker (1992)  believes 

that the concept of “equivalence” is relative because it is affected by many linguistic 

and cultural factors.  

 Baker (1992) discussed equivalence at the different levels; however, this research 

refers to the equivalence and non-equivalence at the word level. According to Baker 

(1992), it is important to distinguish between lexical items and units of meaning to 

achieve good translation. 

6.Methodology 

This research employed a descriptive qualitative approach; specifically the content 

analysis type of the qualitative research. This approach requires written language 

that the researcher examines, to identify the losses in meaning and the causes 

behind them.  Besides this, this research does not depend on quantities or numbers.  
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6.1 Data Collection Procedures: 

For the data of the research the English and Kurdish subtitles scripts of the English 

Movie ( Witch Hunters ) a 2013 production has been selected due to the availability 

of both scripts to the researcher. It was difficult to find due to copyright issue. The 

movie consists of 799 subtitle captions in English(Source Text/ST) and 799 in 

Kurdish (Target Text/TT). Each Subtitle caption is compared to its counterpart in the 

Kurdish version (translated by Rashwan Mahood Mustafa in 2014 for a local TV 

channel). The comparison was to find out under-translations ( omitting certain 

vocabulary and/or phrases ), over-translations ( adding vocabulary) and 

mistranslations ( use of incorrect equivalent , lack of understanding the original ST, 

and  Culture Blocks).  

6.2.Data Analysis: 

The data of the study was all the 799 subtitle captions in English and Kurdish of the 

Witch Hunters Movie. The Subtitles were all compared for identifying the under-

translations where the translator has omitted a word, a phrase or a whole subtitle 

caption, i.e. there is no trace in the target text; over-translations where the translator 

has added more words to the original source text; mistranslations where the 

translators has mistranslated  the source text . 

Some linguistic items of the original that do not contribute to the comprehension and 

appreciation of the target movie as a whole can be omitted in the subtitles such as 

padding expressions (e.g. , well , you know , as I say...etc) , or responsive 

expressions recognized and comprehended by the majority of the viewers (e.g. , yes 

, no , please , sorry , thank you) especially when they are uttered clearly ( this 

reduces the time required to read the subtitles and lets the viewers focus more on the 

visual part).The total sample of under-translations were 32 subtitle captions ranging 

from single words to phrases. 

6.2.1 Under-translations: 

Under-translations are samples where a word or a phrase is being omitted  from the 

English version. The words are of various categories such as nouns , adverbs and 

adjective. The samples for under-translation are shown on table 1 below: 

Table 1 Samples of Under-translations   

Sub.n

o. 

English version Kurdish version Omission  

8 Hello یه كه؟ سی ل  Hello 

22 Set her ass on fire نه  وه ئهبیسوت  Set her ass 

71 Well وه ری خۆتانه ر سه سه یتان به شه  

ی یان نا ز بكه جا حه  

Well 

72 Now ســـتا  گـــهكانتان لـــه مندالـــهر تـــا ئ  

 ژیان مابت

Now 

77 I guess you are free 

to go 

توانی برۆیت وابزانم تۆ ده  Free 

81 What the hell یت؟ كه چی ده  وه ئه  Hell 
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162 Even you God knows 

better than to come 

here 

؟ تكایه  Whole phrase 

179 Really ؟ ی چی ئاساییه ئه  Really 

183 Quite كـانی  ری كاره راستی ھانـده من به

 تۆم

Quite 

190 That is from when 

you found the fox 

witch 

ــه ر(  یان ئــی جادووگــه مــه ل ، ئه ب

  نتۆپ)ه فۆكسی ئه

From 

231 Fucking یه وانه من رقم له  Fucking 

320 Why don't you just 

burn her 

 Just بۆچی نایسوتنیت؟

417 All  ؟ راسته  مه ئهئایا  All 

433 Hey وه ھــــه بهــــه یه ر شــــ ــــت ت نھا  ك ب

 سوتاندمان

Hey 

454 Hi تۆ باشیت؟ Hi 

465 Somewhere شت له  خته م دره له  كهمھوێ ج  Somewhere 

466 Probably ــــت ئه ئاســــانتر دهر بچیتــــه گــــه ب  

  وه ناویه

Probably 

469 Yeah نازانیت  له تۆ باش مه  Yeah 

473 Did you say كی چاره كه؟ خشه به وا بوو ئاو  Did you say 

483 Here ره وه  Here 

512 Hey ڕێ بكه چاوه  Hey 

569 Little مهكتان بۆ بگوه با چیرۆك  Little 

637 Deep ك ھهنكه ناو دارستانه  له  یه شو  Deep 

650 Kid كه پرسیار مه  Kid 

659 Well كاتی نمایشی شار  له  Well 

675 Well/kid چیت ی تۆ ده نه  Well, kid 

720 Yeah خ  دۆزه  Yeah 

733 Little boy مرن كان ده تا كوره وه یان ئه  Little 

759 You did كی باشت كردكار You did 

761 Fucking ت گالته دهی ل بكه گه م له ب  Fucking 

Most of the under-translations are found with simple words such as ( hello(8) , hi(455) 

, hey(433, 512) , yeah(469,720)  , well (71,675,659); swear words such as ( what the 

hell 81) ,(fucking 761).  

In sample 22 (set her ass on fire) there is under-translation because it has been 

translated as ( burn her).Here , the semantic content of the two are equivalent but the 
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connotative meaning is not transferred to the target audience due to the omission of 

her ass which show disgust and anger from the speakers perspective. 

In samples (231, 761) the Fucking has not been translated at all due to cultural 

differences and might be censor of the broadcasting policy of the TVs. It could also 

be due to clarity of the word which renders it not necessary to be translated. Other 

similar cases where it is not necessary to be translated , are words such as hi , hello , 

yeah , well..etc. 

In samples (569 , 733) the word little has been deleted in the Kurdish version. This 

might be attributed to the insignificance of the semantic content of the word in the 

overall message intended. But , this is not accepted in all contexts and situations as it 

leads to inaccuracy in communicating the appropriate message. 

In other samples such as  (179)  really , (183) quite , (465) somewhere , (466) 

probably the adverbs are totally deleted from the Kurdish version. This might be due 

to the misconception of insignificant role of adverbs from the translators point of view. 

But this is a fatal mistake and is no way acceptable as it shows the inaccuracy of 

translation and leads to creating a negative impression. 

In samples  (71) well , (72) now , (77) free , (320) just , (417) all and  (637) deep 

adjectives are omitted in the Kurdish version. The underlying factor of these 

omissions are not clear because they are very common adjectives that have specific 

meaning and they are not put in the original text for nothing. Each adjective adds up 

something to the noun used with it therefore it is necessary  to be transferred to the 

target text. 

 6.2.2 Over-translations: 

As for the over-translations the instance are very limited, these might be due cultural 

differences that might need further elaboration and explanation to make the message 

more comprehensible for the target audience. 

Table 2  Samples of over-translations 

Sub.no. English version Kurdish version Addition  

93 There's been reports of 

a strange cottage in 

the forest 

ــــه ــــه وال ھه ھ ــــه باره ســــه  ی    ت ب

بـاكووری   یر لـه كی سه خانوویه

  كه دارستانه

North of the 

forest 

158 Witch! ر ل جادووگه گه له  With the witch 

185 Where does she live? رۆكی  ژیـــت؟ ســــه كـــوێ ده  لـــه

ــــــه ــــــه پــــــۆلیس ، ئ ــــــانی ل   و ژی

؟ ترسیدایه مه  

Her live is in 

danger 

265 But , I am old-

fashioned that way 

مــن تۆزــك   یه مشــوه الم به بــه

وتووم دواكه  

A bit old-

fashioned 

454 Are you okay? تۆ باشیت؟ Are you in good 

health 

In sample 93 ( there's been reports of a strange cottage in the forest) is over 

translated by adding the word north to the subtitle ( in the north of the forest).This 

might be due to the preceding and following utterances and the context of situation. 
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For instance in sample 158 (witch) is over-translated into ( with the witch) due to 

contextual requirement and for ease of comprehension by the target audience. Since 

there is space and this simple addition of preposition will support proper 

understanding of the message , this over-translation is acceptable. 

In sample 185 (where does she live) there is over-translation because it has been 

subtitled as ( Where does she live , her life is in danger).The context of the 

utterance in the movie implies that the speaker is addressing this direct question not 

to know the place of her living but to tell that she is in danger. 

In sample 265 (But I am old-fashioned that way) is over-translated into ( I am 

somehow old-fashioned that way).Here, the word somehow is added into the 

Kurdish version of the subtitle. 

There are words and phrase that may have various interpretations but it is the role of 

the translator to know which interpretation is meant and translate accordingly. For 

instance 454 ( Are you okay?) which is subtitled as ( Are you  good?). This phrase 

could be interpreted in various ways but here it is not asking about the health of the 

addressee rather it is about are you safe that is why it is over-translated as (Do you 

feel good?). 

6.2.3 Mis-translations: 

As for the instances of mistranslations which are mostly due to translators inaccuracy 

in selecting appropriate equivalences for many vocabularies and phrases and may 

be partly due to not having enough experience in both cultures. 

Table 3  samples of mistranslations 

Sub.no. English version Kurdish version Kurdish to 

English 

13 This Oven's not hot 

enough 

 Very hot  رم نیه زۆرگه  م فنیه ئه

16 It is hot enough for you 

now? 

بۆ تۆ؟  رمه واو گه ئایا ته  Quite 

34 The eyes of the demon زی  كــانی شــه چاوهیری  ســهڕاگ

ن بكه  

Cruelty 

41 As your mayor.... زگاره وهت... كه ك پار  Governor 

42 Then many of you 

have lost precious 

loved ones 

سـانی نزیكتـان  تان كه زۆربه  كه

  ستداوه ده  له

Close 

43 ...with plague وه ھۆی جادووه به ...  Magic 

47 They ride at night ن كه ر ده ودا گوزه شه  له  Pass by 

48 This women will burn ت ده  ته م ئافره ئهت بسوتب  Must 

51 All over  these fucking  

hillbillies 

 Stupid  وجانه و گه بۆ گشت ئه

72 Now, if your children 

are still alive 

ــه ر تــا ئســتا مندالــه گــه   كانتان ل

 ژیان مابن

Till now 
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74 You're gonna have me 

to deal with 

ری  ســـه بت خـــۆم چاره ده وه ئـــه

م بكه  

Solve 

82 You can't just come 

here 

 Alone  ئره  نھا بیته ته  ناتوانیت به

83 Any man with half a 

brain could see that 

she was not a witch 

فلیش  م عـه سكی كـه ت كه نانه ته

  تـــــــــه و ئافره زانیـــــــــت ئـــــــــه ده

  ر نیه جادووگه

Liitle brain 

85 Hansel and Gretel 

have been brought 

here 

ـــره ـــل ل ـــه  ھانســـل وگرت   وره گ

  بوونه

Brought up 

93 There's been reports of 

a strange cottage in 

the forest 

ــــه ــــه واڵ ھه ھ ــــه باره ســــه  ی   ت ب

ــــــــه كی ســــــــه یــــــــه خانووه   یر ل

  كه ووری دارستانهباك

House 

101 Would you shut up? ده نگ نابی؟ ب  Silent 

102 That witch we found 

was a dead end, 

mayor 

ی  ره و جادووگــه پارزگــار ، ئــه

ب سوود بوو  وه دۆزیمانه  

Useless 

105 That is called the 

Blood Moon, Mayor 

وترـــت خـــونی  پـــی ده  مـــه ئه

 مانگ

Moon blood 

117 More Sightins , animal 

slaughter , Sabbaths 

یركردنی زیـــاتر ، كوشـــتنی  ســـه

لی زیاتر ، پشوو ئاژه  

Vacation 

124 The rest when the 

children are brought 

back alive 

ـــــــه وه ئه ـــــــك  ك ـــــــریش كات ی ت

  وه رندرتـــــــه گه كان ده مندالـــــــه

 ژیان

Back to life 

126 He knows these woods 

inside and out 

و   وه زای نــــــاوه و شــــــاره ئــــــه

  یه كه ی دارستانه وه ره ده

In and out 

140 Rob this town blind یه و شـارۆچكه كی ئه مه ڕه ھه  به  

  ببه

Randomly 

152 To the dark of the 

forest? 

بــــــــۆ تــــــــاریكترین شــــــــونی 

 دارستان؟

To the darkest 

178 We hunt witches for a 

living 

ران  ڕاوی جادووگـــــــــه  ئمـــــــــه

پناو ژیان  ین له كه ده  

For the sake of 

life 

184 That's great یه ره مه سه  مه ئه  Strange 

191 ...and sank her in the 

moat 

 Gulf  كه نداوه نو كه  بیخه

212 No , that is horseshit 

,son 

كی  درۆیـــه  مـــه خر كـــوڕم ئه نـــه An utter lie 
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  شاخداره

244 We're almost there وه ته زۆر نزیكبووینه  Close 

265 But , I am old-

fashioned that way 

مــن تۆزــك   یه مشــوه الم به بــه

وتووم دواكه  

Regressive 

306 Good night , Sheriff رۆكی پۆلیس وباش  سه شه  Police chief 

319 Only one object 

remains 

 Target  وه منته ك ئامانج ده نھا یه ته

326 The files, we need to 

count them 

ببینـین   وانه ی ئه ژماره  پویسته

فن ده  كه  

Fly 

347 You go واوه ته  Complete 

352 Time is up , tell me 

where she lives 

ــه كــات تــه   واو بــوو ، پــم بلــ ل

؟ كویه  

Where she is 

368 Not really ر راستی نه بهخ  Truthfully 

375 Say your name before 

my arrow rips out your 

throat 

ی  وه ر لــه نــاوی خــۆت بلــ بــه

نت ببت رده م گه كه تیره  

Throat 

383 Shit ت بیت فره نه  به  Damn  

399 The witches took a 

young girl 

كان كچكــــــــــی  ره جادووگــــــــــه

نجیان برد گه  

Adult 

401 A lot of people died in 

the fires 

  كـه ھۆی ئاگره لككی زۆر بـه خه

 مرد

The fire 

422 Do you want some 

porridge ? 

ــــه ھه ــــه تكوشــــه  نــــدك ل و  ی ئ

وت؟ ت ده گۆشتاوه  

Soup 

433 We just burned her 

anyway 

ــه ــ یه ر شــوه ھــه  ب ــهك ب نھا  ت ت

 سوتاندمان

Only 

459 I've got to get my sister ت بچم خوشكم بدۆزمه دهوه ب  Find 

484 She's a wild, eh? ك بوو یه دڕنده  Was 

490 Shut up ده نگ به ب  Silent 

509 Why did you save me? بۆچی منت پاراست؟ Protect 

554 We made a promise , 

you know that 

 Remember  بیرته  یمانماندا ، له په

555 Why do you think the 

witches spells don't 

work us? 

ی  بۆچوونی تـۆ بـۆچی وشـه  به

  ئمـــه  كان كـــار لـــه ره جادووگـــه

 ناكات؟

Words 

590 But she was too proud 

to run 

ڕایكرد  وه شانازییه  به  Ran 
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617 Drink it . It will help the 

pain 

 Wound  باشه  كه بۆ برینه  بیخۆوه

660 Win three times جار ئه نجامم داوه س  Do/perform 

697 Listen to me carefully بگرهم لجوان گو  Nice 

711 Stay still رخۆ سه له  Slow down 

720 Hell, yeah خ دۆزه  Hell 

732 Stop right there رهسته بوه  ل  Here 

733 Or the little boy dies مرن كان ده تا كوره وه یان ئه  Boys 

749 Hit me with your love 

spell 

ــــــ بگه ــــــازاری پ ــــــه یه ئ ــــــه  ن   ب

ویستیت كانی خۆشه جادووه  

Hurt him 

752 Pathetic خۆش نه  Sick 

758 I tried to stop her نم ویستم بیوهست  Wanted 

786 Unless you want to pull 

the cart 

پــاڵ   كــه بانه ر بتوــت عاره گــه مه

یت بده  

Push 

In sample 13 (This oven's not hot enough) is mis-translated as ( This oven's not very 

hot). This is not an appropriate translation because the word enough means not as 

expected but the translator could not successfully render it to Kurdish.  

While in sample 16 (It is hot enough for you now) is mis-translated as ( as it is 

completely hot for you?).Here , the context determines what is the meaning of a 

word such as enough. The translator has been successful in finding the right 

equivalent in Kurdish for this context. 

In sample 18 ( it was just the two of us)  is mis-translated in the selection of the 

correct word which is used naturally by Kurdish speakers.  

In sample 34 ( the eyes of the demon) is mis-translated as ( the eyes of the cruelty ) 

which is not the right word for the demon. This could be related to the incompetency 

of the translator who has limited knowledge in the two cultures especially dealing with 

religious aspects. 

In sample 41 ( as your mayor...) is mis-translated as ( our  your governor ...) 

because the two words are different in the two culture of English and Kurdish. The 

mayor of a city is the principal person in municipality council of a town in the English 

culture whereas in the Kurdish culture there is governor and municipality council. 

In 42 ( Many of you have lost precious loved ones) is being mis-translated as ( many 

of you have lost near people) which has led to losing the connotational meaning of 

the utterance as the precious loved ones is meant to intensify the emotional impact of 

the addressee and shows the attitude of the speaker, whereas the Kurdish version 

has not taken these aspects into consideration. 

In 43 ( ... with plague ) is being mis-translated as ( ... with magic) which might me 

partially true in this specific context but for the Kurdish audience there is a better 

word to be equivalent to plague which is ' peta' . 
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In 47 ( they ride at night ) is being mis-translated as ( They pass  by at night) which i 

not correct because ride is either done to bike or any vehicle while pass by could be 

on foot as well and there is no indication of the type. 

In 48 ( this women will burn ) is being mis-translated as (This women must be burnt) 

which contains a tense shift here that was not necessary because the English 

version is clearly stated as future construction while the Kurdish one is obligatory 

statement. 

In 74 ( You're gonna have me to deal with ) is being mis-translated as (I have to 

solve it myself) which reflects the difference between the two languages because 

each language has its own structure and lexicalization.  

In 82 ( You can't just come here ) is being mis-translated as (You can't come here 

alone) which is mis-understood by the translator because in the English version the 

word just does not mean alone or only but it means ' with no thinking or 

consideration'. 

In 83 ( any man with half brain ) is being mis-translated as (any man with little brain), 

here the expression half brain is changed into little brain which are not equivalent to 

each other. Someone with half brain means someone who does not possess an 

active and properly functioning brain while with a little brain either it means small or it 

is not found in Kurdish culture and it is not natural to the Kurdish audience. 

In 85 ( .... have been brought here ) is being mis-translated as (... have been 

brought up here) which leads to a total change of the intended message and 

difference between the English and the Kurdish versions. The word brought alone 

has a meaning and brought up is a totally  different meaning. 

In 93 (strange cottage ) is being mis-translated as (strange house) which shows the 

cultural difference between English and Kurdish. The existence of cottage in the 

English culture is very common whereas it is not usually found in the Kurdish culture. 

In 102 ( a dead end ) is being mis-translated as (useless) which is a good attempt 

from the translators side to overcome the metaphorical meaning of the English 

version but transferred successfully. 

In 105 ( the Blood Moon ) is being mis-translated as (blood moon) which is an 

example of the mis-translation due to cultural background and lack of knowledge on 

culturally bound terms in the two languages. Since the English version both words 

Blood Moon start with capital letter so it  cannot be treated as ordinary words but the 

Kurdish version has transferred both words with the literal sense of the two words. 

Instead, the Kurdish version could have been rendered as the Red Moon  at that time 

it would have been more comprehensible by the target audience.   

In 117 ( Sabbaths ) is being mis-translated as (vacation) which is another example 

for culturally bound terms. The word Sabbaths in English culture has a religious 

connotation and it usually refers to the weekends and time of worship and rest by the 

Jews and Christians, while the Kurdish equivalent is totally different and does not 

give the sense of the English word.Tis could be also seen as the problem of lack of 

lexicalization. 

In 124 ( brought back alive ) is being mis-translated as (brought back to life) which 

are totally different as the English version is clear that they want the boy to be 
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brought back while he is still alive whereas the Kurdish version implies that the boy is 

dead but they want to bring him back to life. This creates confusion and deviation 

from the original message and intended meaning. 

In 140 ( rob this town blind ) is being mis-translated as (steal this town randomly) 

which are not equivalent but accepted to some extent. the word rob has been 

replaced by steal which is a more general term, the word blind is being replaced by 

randomly. 

In 152 ( to the dark of the forest ) is being mis-translated as ( to the darkest place of 

the forest) which is clearly an indication for not understanding the collocational and 

metaphorical meaning of the expressions because the expression to the dark here 

means the deepest place not the darkest.  

In 178 (we hunt witches for a living ) is being mis-translated as ( we hunt witches for 

the sake of life) which is yet another of misconception and miss-comprehension 

because the expression for a living means you do that as a source of your living not 

for the sake of life.  

In 184 ( that's great ) is being mis-translated as (that's strange) which is in no way 

acceptable because the word great does not mean strange unless it is said 

sarcastically and in this context there is no sarcasm. 

In 191  ( ... and sank her in the moat ) is being mis-translated as (...and sink her in 

the gulf) which is an example of tense shift from past to present in the first place and 

then the word moat is interpreted as gulf in the Kurdish version and these two are 

totally different. 

In 212 ( no , that is horseshit , son  ) is being mis-translated as (no , that is an utter 

lie, son) which is an instance for the difficulty of translating swear words. Here, the 

word horseshit has been rendered as an utter lie but it has not been successfully 

selected because the two are not equivalent. 

In 319 ( only one object remains ) is being mis-translated as (only one target 

remains) which is confusing to the audience because the word object in the English 

version in this context refers to child but in the Kurdish version the word target has 

been used. 

In 326 ( the files , we need to count them ) is being mis-translated as (we must see 

the number of those who fly) which is fatal mistake because it shows the 

carelessness from the translators side. The word files in the English version has 

been rendered as fly. 

In 401 ( a lot of people died in the fires ) is being mis-translated as (a lot of people 

died in the fire) which is an example for shift from plural to singular as the word the 

fires in the English version has been changed in the fire. Definitely, the two are not 

equivalent. 

In 433 (we just burned her anyway ) is being mis-translated as (we only burned her 

anyway) which might be due to making haste in translation process because the 

word just here in this context does not mean only instead it mean now or refers to a 

very near past time. Here , the correct meaning of the word is lost in translation. 

In 509 ( why did you save me? ) is being mis-translated as (why did you protect 

me?) which are not equivalent because the word save is to rescue someone who is 
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already in danger whereas the word protect is no to let someone to face danger. So , 

the choice of the word has been successful. 

In 554 ( ... you know that) is being mis-translated as (... you remember that) which is 

not faithful to the source text as the word know means something different than the 

word remember. Not only the denotative meaning but the connotative meaning is 

also different. 

In 555 (the witches spells don't work on us ) is being mis-translated as (the witches 

words do not work on us).This is an instance for not understanding the exact 

meaning of the word spells which does not mean the words alone but the magic 

process as one package. This might be attributed to the lack of lexicalization in 

Kurdish language.  

In 590 (she was too proud to run ) is being mis-translated as (she ran with pride) 

which is due to misunderstanding the English version because the expression too 

proud to run in English does not mean that the action of running is done on the 

contrary it means not run due to pride. This could be attributed to lack of sufficient 

knowledge about the grammatical and semantic aspects of the source language. 

In 617 ( it will help the pain ) is being mis-translated as (it is good for  the wound). 

Here the word the pain has been rendered as the wound which are not equivalent 

because the pain could be the result of anything including wounds but not only 

wounds. The context of situation here plays a great role in the selection of the correct 

equivalent but it is also important to take the target audience into consideration. 

In 660 ( win three times ) is being mis-translated as (do/perform three times) which 

is not acceptable because the word win in English does not only  means to do or 

perform an action but to come first among a group, while the Kurdish version refers 

to doing or performing not winning. This  might cause confusion to the target 

audience. 

In 711 ( stay still ) is being mis-translated as (slow down) which is totally different. 

The English expression stay still means to stop and be motionless and is type of 

threat while the Kurdish version slow down is not a threat and not absolute in aksing 

to be motionless. Hence , the whole source message has been transferred in a 

distorted way. 

In 732 ( stop right there ) is being mis-translated as (stop here) which a sample of 

translating a word with its antonym. However, this causes confusion and most cases 

lack of proper communication. The English version right there is a very clear and 

strong command to stop exactly where the addressee is whereas the Kurdish version 

stop here , is a command to stop where the addresser is. 

In 733 ( or the little boy dies ) is being mis-translated as (or the boys die) which has 

two mistakes one if the omission of the word little in the translation and changing the 

singular boy into plural. Both changes are not justified at all and lead to mis-

communication and confusion. 

In 749 ( hit me... ) is being mis-translated as (hurt him...) which is clearly seen that 

the word hit is replaced by hurt  and is not a correct translation because the word hit 

implies physical contact with a concrete object whereas the word hurt could be 

physical or psychological or both of them. 
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In 752 ( pathetic ) is being mis-translated as (sick) which is not quite adequate 

because pathetic means disgusting and sometimes pity arousing while the word 

chosen as equivalent is a very common and general word that does not convey the 

same semantic content.  

In 758 ( I tried to stop her ) is being mis-translated as (I wanted to stop her) which is 

a shift of meaning from tried to wanted with no specific and logical reason .It might 

only be attributed to the translators inaccuracy in equivalent selection. 

In 786 ( unless you want to pull the cart ) is being mis-translated as (unless you want 

to push the cart) which is  a change from one word with its antonym due to the fact 

that the structure of the Kurdish might be more natural in this way and might also be 

partially related to the markedness parameter variation in the two languages under 

scrutiny. 

7.  Results and Discussion 

Having presented all these sample of under-translation , over-translation and mis-

translations for the translating the English subtitle into Kurdish, now it is time to 

discuss the data analysis and results. 

It is observed that the frequencies of the over-translation is much lower than the 

under-translations and mis-translations respectively. 

The semantic loss that has been noted could be grouped into partial or complete loss 

on the one hand and shift in meaning on the other. In some sample the meaning is 

only partially lost , in others there is a complete loss of meaning. While , in several 

samples there is a shift in meaning. 

As for the samples of under-translation, it is noticed that most of the words and 

expressions that are left out are gap-fillers and swear words; words that are easily 

understood and derived from the context by the audience or the viewer of the movie. 

But some of the under-translations are not acceptable because they lead to 

miscommunication and lack of proper understanding of the message of the movie. 

Some of these under-translations are inevitable due to the difference between the 

two languages , the source and the target .Another factor might be due to difficulty in 

translating cultural bound terms , lack of lexicalization and semantically complex 

words ,metaphorical meanings that could not be easily grasped by the translator. 

Other under-translations could be attributed to the requirements of subtitling in case 

of long sentences and utterances. 

 The translation of the swear words is not always necessary because some of the 

swear word are easily recognized by the audience and sometimes the sound is cut 

off by the subtitlers and channels broadcasting the movie due to cultural censors and 

religious factors. 

Concerning over-translation samples , even though the number of the samples is 

very limited but there are some .The factors that lead to over-translation might be due 

to avoiding misunderstanding , further clarification to support the audience/viewer 

have better understanding of the message or sometimes reading in between the lines 

of an utterance as the result of watching the movie several times. The translator lives 

with the movie so he/she knows more than the first-time viewer of the movie hence 

he adds up bit from here and there to show his understanding. 
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The instances of over-translation show that translators do not take the risk of adding 

up complete statement or utterance to the source language instead they try to add up 

prepositions , one more word or phrase for further clarification when the space of the 

subtitle caption allows him to do so. Over-translation is not possible everywhere and 

with every utterance but in very restricted places and with limited number of 

utterances. 

 Regarding the samples of mis-translation, they are of various nature and for multiple 

of factors. As for the nature of the mis-translations , they range from single words to 

phrases and even whole utterance ; there might be tense shift , singular to plural or 

vice versa ,  definite to indefinite , mis-selection of the equivalences , word choice 

from antonyms , synonyms ; structure shift ,word order...etc. 

Concerning the factors of the mistranslation , they could be attributed to the use of 

culturally bound terms and vocabulary in the English version , lack of lexicalization, 

the use of semantically complex words and phrases , collocational and metaphorical 

uses of utterances , lack of sufficient knowledge of the translator in both cultures, 

subtitling requirements imposed on the selection of words or shortening long 

utterances and the structural differences between the source language and the target 

language. 

Some of the mis-translations are related to the sense of meaning intended in that 

specific context where the translator was not successful in finding the intended  

choice and decides to use the more general meaning of the word. Some of the words 

and phrases have collocational meaning ,others have metaphorical or figurative 

meaning but most of these meanings have not been taken into consideration. One of 

the most problematic areas of translation is this aspect of metaphoricity. 

Other mis-translations can be attributed to the use of culturally bound terms in the 

English version which are not found in the target language Kurdish. This will definitely 

leaves trace on the translation as the translator is forced to find a solution. He will 

either succeed or fail in his attempt. The solutions might be using the nearest 

equivalent , explain it or provide a literal translation , i.e. word-to-word translation. 

The latest is the most common one used in this movie which is also the most 

confusing to the audience as they have no idea of what the Sabbaths or the Blood 

Moon is, for instance.  

Some other mis-translations are due to lack of lexicalization. Languages differ in how 

they lexicalize concepts. English and Kurdish have different lexicon so it is normal to 

have a word referring to an object and/or  a concept which is not found in Kurdish. In 

these cases , the translator faces difficulty in finding equivalents. For instance , the 

word moat is found in the English language referring to 'a deep , wide ditch that is 

usually filled with water and that goes around the walls of a place , such as a 

castle,to protect it from being attacked'(Merriam-Webster Dictionary).Kurdish , 

however , lacks lexicalization for this concept. Therefore, the translator resorts to the 

nearest word  and he used the gulf which is not equivalent. 

Translating semantically complex words is yet another underlying factor for the mis-

translation samples. Some of the words have  complex structure from a semantic 
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point of view. This is might be  attributed to the cultural and structural differences 

between the two languages. 

 

8. Findings: Causes of Semantic Loss: 

The most important finds of the study could be summed up in the following points: 

Semantic loss in translating movie subtitles is inevitable. This loss could be partial or 

complete ; it could be loss of meaning of a single word , a phrase or a whole 

utterance. 

The most frequent words that are liable for under-translation are nouns , adjectives 

and adverbs ; swear words and hedges. Sometimes , there is tense shift , change 

from singular and plural. 

The collocations and metaphorical expressions and culture-specific items are the 

most problematic for translators hence most of the mistranslation samples involve 

one of these items. 

The causes of semantic loss are the use of culturally bound terms in the source 

text(English) , lack of lexicalization in the target language(Kurdish) ; the use of 

semantically complex words in the source text and the lack of profound knowledge 

about the two cultures from the translators part. 

9. Conclusions: 

It has been concluded that : 

1.Semantic loss during translating English subtitles into Kurdish  is inevitable but of 

various types and for different reasons.  

2.Most of the under-translations , i.e. omission of a word , a phrase or an utterance 

occur with swearwords , hedges , certain adverbs , adjective and items that are 

easily understood by the viewers. 

3. For over-translations , i.e. adding certain words and phrases to the source text ,it is 

rare but it occurs in certain contexts when something is not understood if translated 

word-to-word. 

4.Mis-translations are frequent but they can be attributed to culture-specific items , 

lack of lexicalization , metaphoricity of words , phrases and expressions.  
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  ملخص البحث

تبحث الدراسة عوامل و طبيعة الخسارة الداللية عند ترجمة الفـالم مـن االنكليزيـة الـي الكورديـة.  تتضـمن خسـارة 

  الداللية كل من الحذف ، االضافة و خطاء في الترجمة. 

تتضمن نماذج الدراسة  نص الفليم " صياد السحرة" باالللغـة االنكليزيـة و ترجمتھـا الـي الكورديـة بـاالخص اللھجـة 

  السورانية.

اكد الدراسات السابقة بان الخسارة الداللية تاتي بصورة رئيسية من عدم وجود المفردات و الكلمـات المقابلـة بـين 

  لغة المصدر و لغة الھدف.

تقتـرح  ھـذه الدراســة بـان الخسـارة الدالليــة ھـي نتيجــة عـدم تقابـل و تطــابق علـى مسـتوي الثقــافي و الـداللي بــين 

مواصفات المترجم الناجح . ترجع  بعض تلك الخسارة الى القيود و متطلبات ترجمـة االفـالم  اللغتين و عدم وجود

  بسبب عوامل تقنية.

تاكد نتائج ھذه الدراسة بان  خسارة الداللية تتضمن خسارة الكلمة و مجموعة كلمات او جملة كاملة  بشكل يؤثر 

  النص.على فھم رسالة النص الرئيسي و قيمة االدبية و الجمالية 

  

  

  : وه ی توژینه پوخته

ر زمـانی  رگانی فلیمی ئینگلیزی بـۆ سـه كاتی وه  كات له ھۆكار و سروشتی ونبوونی واتا ده  له  یه وه م توژینه ئه

  رگان). وه   ه ھه  ر یان به سه ( قرتاندن ، خستنه  وه گرته ن ده كوردی. ونبوونی واتا س الیه

بـۆ   كـه رگرانه ر) و تكستی وه ری جاووگه ناونیشانی ( راوكه  تكستی فلیمكی ئینگلیزی به  له  كه وه داتای توژینه

  ر زمانی كوردی پكدت. سه

ی  بوونی وشـه نجامی نـه ئـه  كی گشتی ونبـوونی واتـا لـه یه شوه به  كه  لماندووه یان سه وه كانی پشوو ئه وه توژینه

  و زمانی ئامانج.  هرچاو نوان زمانی سه  له  ره رامبه به

رووی   كان لـه بۆ جیاوازی نوان زمانـه  وه رته گه ونبوونی واتا ده  كات كه ده  وه پشنیازی ئه  وه و توژینه الم ئه به

ــایی و ھه ــۆ تایبه رۆشــنبیری و كلتــوری و وات ــدكیش ب ــه تمه ن ــیلم و پداویســتیه ندیی كانی نووســینی  كانی زمــانی ف

  بتایتل. سه

ت  نانـه و یان گـرێ یـان ته  ندك جار تاك وشه ونبوونی واتا ھه  لماند كه یان سه وه ئه  وه و توژینه نی ئهكا نجامه ئه

بی و ئیسـتاتیكی  ده ھای ئـه یشتن و بـه ر  تگه سه بت له ی ده كاریگه  ك كه یه شوه  به  وه گرته واویش ده ی ته رسته

  . كه فیلمه

 


